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SAMPLES [57] ABSTRACT 

[75] Inventor; Hiroaki Yada, Kamlgawa, Japan A clock reproducing apparatus is adapted for reproducing a 
data existing point clock signal by using a reproduction 

[73] Assignce: Sony Corporation, Japan signal obtained from a magnetic disc on which clock pat 
terns for clock reproduction are recorded in servo areas 

[21] AWL No’; 221,064 discretely provided independent of data recording ‘area, 
I _ which comprises: a voltage controlled oscillator operative to 
[22] Fllcdi M311 30, 1994 oscillate the data existing point clock signal; a sampling 

. . . . . ‘ I circuit for sampling the reproduction signal in synchronism 
[30] Forelgn Apphcamm Prmmy Dd“ with the data existing point clock signal; a phase information 
Mar. 31, 1993 [JP] Japan .................................. .. 5-094983 generator for weightingaadding plural sample values before 

‘ 6 ‘ and after a reference sample value corresponding to the peak 
[51] In‘: S} """""""""""""""""""""""""""" " ('l'lB 5/09 of a reproduced isolated waveform of the clock pattern to 
[52] ‘1:5’ u‘ '; """""""""""""""""""""""" " 360/51’ 360/65 thereby generate phase information indicating a phase dif 
[581 Fleld of Search -------------------------------- -- 360/49 51’ 65, ference between the data existin oint clock signal and a a - g p 

360/7708’ 331/17’ 25’ 327/5, 9‘ 2911 159 reproduction signal of the clock pattern; and a control 
“ voltage converter for converting phase information gener~ 

[56] References uted ated by the phase information generator to a control voltage 
U_S_ PATENT DOCUMENTS for controlling the voltage controlled oscillator. Moreover, 

D the clock reproducing apparatus further comprises a phase 
5,216,554 6/1993 schllcldcl' ------------------------------ -- 360/51 synchronization loop control circuit adapted to generate a 
53%185 1/1994 M0" Ct‘ ‘11' 369/48 phase comparison timing signal for allowing a sample value 
g’g?’g: giascéndl't ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " after a predetermined data existing point eloek time from 

5’341‘249 8/1994 Abbott Ci a‘ ' " *0/51 occurrence time of a signal which detects a unique pattern 
5:377:178 12/1994 Sam) M a1. 560/248 for recognizing an approximate existing time of the clock 
5,333,090 2/1995 Hoshino cl a]. ____ __ 369/7753 pattern. In addition, when there is employed a configuration 
5,406,427 4/1995 Shimoda ................................. .. 360/51 to detect data in synchronism with the data existing point 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMI‘NTQ clock signal, a data recording apparatus is provided. 

0438784A3 12/1990 European Pat. on. ...... .. Gun 20/14 
2269727 2/1994 United Kingdom .......... .. Gllli 20/10 23 Claims, 18 Drawing Sheets 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates to a clock reproducing apparatus 
and a data reproducing apparatus in a magnetic disc system 
such as a hard disc drive, etc. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
An external clock type magnetic disc system is adapted to 

generate a clock signal synchronous with a data existing 
point which gives recording/reproduction timing of data on 
the basis of clock patterns discretely arranged at equal 
intervals on concentric or spiral recording tracks. Namely, 
by a phase synchronization loop (so called PI 1) adapted to 
control the oscillating phase of a voltage controlled oscil» 
lator (VCO) based on phase error information obtained by 
detecting a peak existing time of a reproduced signal wave 
form of the above clock pattern by using a peak detector to 
sample and hold a saw-tooth wave at that time to carry out 
phase comparison thereof, a clock signal synchronous with 
the data existing point is reproduced. 

In the conventional clock reproducing apparatus, since 
phase comparison is carried out on the basis of the clock 
pattern, a peak detector and a saw~tooth wave generator 
were used. These circuit elements are complicated analog 
signal processing circuits. Accordingly, so it was dillicult to 
allow the circuit to become compact and/or to be adjust~ 
ment-free. It was also dillicult for such a clock reproducing 
circuit block to coexist with other circuit blocks within one 
LSI adapted for digital processing. 

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OI‘ THE INVENTION 

With the above-mentioned drawbacks in view, an object 
of this invention is to provide a clock reproducing apparatus 
and a data reproducing apparatus which permit the circuit to 
be compact and adjustment-free, and to be digitally implc~ 
mented with case. 

To achieve the above~described object, in accordance 
with one aspect of this invention, there is provided a clock 
reproducing apparatus adapted for reproducing a data exist 
ing point clock signal by using a reproduction signal 
obtained by a magnetic head from a magnetic disc on which 
clock patterns for reproduction of a clock are recorded in 
servo areas discretely provided independent of data record 
ing areas, which comprises: voltage controlled oscillating 
means controlled by a control voltage to thereby oscillate the 
data existing point clock signal; sampling means for sam 
pling the reproduction signal in synchronism with the data 
existing point clock signal; phase information generating 
means for weighting-adding a plurality of sample values 
before and after a reference sample value corresponding to 
a peak of a reproduced isolated waveform of the clock 
pattern from the sampling means to thereby generate phase 
information indicating a phase dill‘erence between the data 
existing point clock signal and a reproduction signal of the 
clock pattern; and control voltage converting means for 
converting phase information generated by the phase infor 
mation generating means to a control voltage for controlling 
the voltage controlled oscillating means, the voltage con 
trolled oscillating means being operative to output the data 
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existing point clock signal corresponding to a control volt 
age obtained by the control voltage converting means. 

Further, the clock reproducing apparatus may be such that 
a unique pattern for recognizing an approximate existing 
time of the clock pattern is provided in the servo area of the 
magnetic disc, and that there is further provided phase 
synchronization loop control means adapted to generate a 
phase comparison timing signal for allowing a sample value 
after a predetermined data existing point clock time from an 
occurrence time of a unique pattern detection signal indi* 
cating that the unique pattern has been detected. 
The phase information generating means may weighting 

add a plurality of sample values positioned symmetrically in 
point of time relative to the reference sample value to 
generate phase information. 
The phase information generating means may switch the 

weighting coellieient in dependency upon whether the phase 
synchronization loop is in the synchronization capture state 
or in the lock state to generate the phase information. 
The clock reproducing apparatus may be such that the 

phase synchronization loop control means detects whether 
or not the unique pattern detection signal is detected at equal 
clock intervals to thereby generate a state indication signal 
indicating whether or not the phase synchronization loop is 
in the lock state, and that the phase information generating 
means comprises a digital delay line with taps adapted to 
output a plurality of sample values for carrying out weight 
ing, coefficient multiplying means corresponding to the 
number of the sample values, adding means for providing a 
sum total of respective outputs of the coellicient multiplying 
means, and coellicient supply means for delivering weight» 
ing cocllicients corresponding to the state of the phase 
synchronization loop to the coellicient multiplying means in 
accordance with the state indication signal from the phase 
synchronization control means. ‘ 

The clock reproducing apparatus may be such that the 
weighting coellieient is represented by power of 2 in digital 
form, and that the coellicient multiplying means carries out 
weighting by bit shift of the sample value in accordance with 
the coellicicnt represented by power of 2. 
The clock reproducing apparatus may be such that the 

magnetic disc includes concentric or spiral tracks where data 
recording areas and servo areas at least including a clock 
pattern and a unique pattern are formed one after another, 
and further includes an arcuatcd servo region traversing the 
tracks, and that the magnetic head is rotationally driven by 
a rotary actuator so as to scan the arcuatcd servo region. 

In accordance with another aspect of this invention, there 
is provided a data reproducing apparatus adapted to repro~ 
duce a data existing point clock signal by using a reproduc 
tion signal obtained by a magnetic head from a magnetic 
disc on which clock patterns for reproduction of clock and 
unique patterns for recognizing an approximate existing 
time of the clock pattern are recorded in servo areas dis 
cretely provided independent of data recording areas, thus to 
detect data in synchronism with the data existing point clock 
signal, which comprises: voltage controlled oscillating 
means controlled by a control voltage to thereby oscillate the 
data existing point clock; sampling means for sampling the 
reproduction signal in synchronism with the data existing 
point clock signal; reproduction information processing 
means for weighting-adding a plurality of sample values 
before and after a reference sample value corresponding to 
a peak of a reproduced isolated waveform of the clock 
pattern from the sampling means to thereby carry out, in a 
time-division manner, a phase information generating pro 






















